




Implants in the supply chain 











International law and politics 

• International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

§17 and §19 and their interpretation by the UN Human 

Rights Committee, UN High Commissioner for Human 

Rights, and UN Special Rapporteurs (on Freedom of 

Opinion and Expression; on the promotion and protection 

of human rights and fundamental freedoms while 

countering terrorism; on human rights and transnational 

corporations) 

• Regional treaties, esp. Eur. Conv. on Human Rights §8 

and EU Charter of Fundamental Rights §§7-8 

• How to make transparent, let alone improve, bi- and multi-

lateral intelligence sharing agreements? 



United Nations 

• General Assembly: “Calls upon all States…To review their 
procedures, practices and legislation regarding the 
surveillance of communications, their interception and the 
collection of personal data, including mass surveillance, 
interception and collection, with a view to upholding the 
right to privacy by ensuring the full and effective 
implementation of all their obligations under international 
human rights law” (A/RES/68/167) 

• HR Cmtte: Concluding Observations on USA (2014). 
Inter-State complaint? (Scheinin) 

• IGF 2014: “Civil society managed to get many of these 
issues on the conference’s agenda but governments 
chose to ignore them.” -Sherif Elsayed-Ali, Deputy 
Director of Global Issues at Amnesty International 



UN High Commissioner for HR 

• “Even the mere possibility of communications information being 
captured creates an interference with privacy, with a potential 
chilling effect on rights” §20 

• “overarching principles of legality, necessity and proportionality” 
§23  
• “secret rules and secret interpretations – even secret judicial 

interpretations – of law do not have the necessary qualities of “law” 
§29 

• “sharing of data between law enforcement agencies, 
intelligence bodies and other State organs risks violating article 
17” §27 

• “Governments have operated a transnational network of 
intelligence agencies through interlocking legal loopholes, 
involving the coordination of surveillance practice to outflank 
the protections provided by domestic legal regimes. Such 
practice arguably fails the test of lawfulness” §30 



UN High Commissioner for HR 

• “States have also failed to take effective measures to protect 
individuals within their jurisdiction…in breach of their own 
human rights obligations.” §30 

• “digital surveillance therefore may engage a State’s human 
rights obligations if that surveillance involves the State’s 
exercise of power or effective control in relation to digital 
communications infrastructure, wherever found, for example, 
through direct tapping or penetration of that infrastructure. 
Equally, where the State exercises regulatory jurisdiction over a 
third party that physically controls the data, that State also 
would have obligations under the Covenant. If a country seeks 
to assert jurisdiction over the data of private companies as a 
result of the incorporation of those companies in that country, 
then human rights protections must be extended to those 
whose privacy is being interfered with, whether in the country 
of incorporation or beyond.” §34 



Council of Europe and EU 

• CoE Convention 108: 
• 7 States Parties do not apply Convention to State security (Andorra, Ireland, 

Latvia, Malta, Romania, Russia, Macedonia)  

• Modernised Convention does not allow this §3(2)(a) scope limit 

• Cybercrime Convention §32 

• US-EU umbrella DP agreement 

• Accounting and Transparency Directives 

• Recent cases:  
• ECtHR: Big Brother Watch and ors v UK, App. No. 38170/13; Bernh Larson 

Holdings v Norway, App. No. 24117/08; Privacy International v UK 

• CJEU: Digital Rights Ireland Ltd v Minister for Communications, Marine and 
Natural Resources & Ors C-293/12 and Kärntner Landesregierung, Michael 
Seitlinger, Christof Tschohl and others, C 594/12 

• 1 BvR 370/07 and 1 BvR 595/07: breaching const. right to IT-security requires 
factual evidence indicating a specific threat to an outstanding and overriding 
legal interest, such as threats to the life or freedom of an individual, or threats 
concerning the fundamentals or existence of the state + judicial authorisation 



Data localisation 

• German interior minister: “whoever fears their 
communication is being intercepted in any way should 
use services that don't go through American servers.” 

• Snowden: “you should never route through or peer with 
the UK” 

• Brazil & Russia – considered or passed laws requiring 
citizens’ data held within country. Digital Rights Ireland 
and Art 29 WP on retained communications data 

• Regional data centres – but limited impact given 
expansive American jurisdiction (In re Warrant to Search a 
Certain E-Mail Account Controlled and Maintained by 
Microsoft Corp., No. 13-MJ-2814-UA, SDNY 28 Aug. 14) 

• Norwegian domains .sj and .bv 

 

 



Renewed focus on encryption 

• Storage encryption using client-held keys is relatively 
straightforward – e.g. SpiderOak 

• Homomorphic encryption in the cloud? 

• End-to-end encrypted peer-to-peer systems 

• Verifiable? 



Conclusion 

• International law is (slowly) being strengthened – perhaps 

not at the scale that will effectively protect privacy against 

SIGINT agencies (ideas of optional ICCPR Protocol or 

even new General Comment 16 seem to have faded) 

• Cybersecurity norms are up for grabs 

• IANA and ICANN in some senses a sideshow, aside from 

leverage against US, although play important role 

concerning WHOIS, and potentially DNSSEC, RPKI, and 

more broadly as a fulcrum for transnational enforcement 

• Much greater attention to information security a pre-

condition for raising cost of mass surveillance beyond the 

great (Internet) powers – IETF role 







TEMPORA 



Cybercrime conventions 

“82 countries have signed and/or ratified a binding cybercrime instrument…multilateral 
cybercrime instruments have influenced national laws indirectly, through use as a model by 
non-States parties, or via the influence of legislation of States parties on other countries.” (p.xix, 
UNODC Comprehensive Study on Cybercrime, 2013) 



Accessing cloud data 

CoE CC §32: “A Party may, without the authorisation of 

another Party…access or receive, through a computer 

system in its territory, stored computer data located in 

another Party, if the Party obtains the lawful and 

voluntary consent of the person who has the lawful 

authority to disclose the data to the Party through that 

computer system.” 



UN GGE A/68/98 (24 June 2013) 

• “international law and in particular the United Nations 

Charter, is applicable and is essential to maintaining 

peace and stability”  

• “States must meet their international obligations regarding 

internationally wrongful acts attributable to them” 

• “Recommendations on voluntary measures to build trust, 

transparency and confidence, as well as international 

cooperation to build capacity for ICT security” 

• New GGE held first meeting in New York in July 2014, 

and elected Brazil as the Chair. Three more meetings in 

2015 


